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Motivated by recent measurements, we investigate B→pp ,Kp decay modes in the framework of QCD
improved factorization, which was recently proposed by Beneke et al. We find that all the measured branching
ratios are well accommodated in the reasonable parameter space except for B→K0p0. We also discuss in
detail the strong penguin contributions and the O(as) corrections to the chirally enhanced terms. We find that
the weak phase g lies in the region 120°,g,240°, which is mainly constrained by B→p2p1.
PACS number~s!: 13.25.Hw, 12.15.Hh, 12.38.BxI. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the theoretical description of nonlep-
tonic B decays is an extreme challenge, due to the nonper-
turbative nature of both initial and final mesons. A good
understanding of the B nonleptonic decays, or at least a reli-
able estimation, is the prerequisite for extracting meaningful
implications from experimental data and for testing the stan-
dard model ~SM!. In past years, some advances have been
made toward the goal, for example, in Refs. @1–3#.
Recently, Beneke, Buchalla, Neubert, and Sachrajda @4#
have presented a promising factorization formula for the
charmless nonleptonic B decays. The basic object in the cal-
culation of B charmless nonleptonic decays is the hadronic
matrix element ^M 1(p1)M 2(p2)uOiuB(p)&, where Oi is the
effective operator inducing the decay, M 1 is the final meson
absorbing the light spectator quark from the B meson, and
M 2 is another light meson flying fast from the b quark decay
point as implied by Oi . The light spectator quark is trans-
lated softly to M 1 and this effect could be taken to the non-
perturbative form factor F1,2
B→M1 unless it undergoes a hard
interaction. The quark pair, forming M 2, ejected from b de-
cay point carrying large energy of order of mb will involve
hard interaction, since soft gluon with momentum of order
LQCD will decouple from the quark pair at leading order in
LQCD /mb in the heavy quark limit. The essence of the argu-
ment of Ref. @4# can be summarized by the improved factor-
ization formula
^M 1~p1!M 2~p2!uOiuB~p !&
5FB→M1~M 2
2!E
0
1
dxTi
I~x !fM2~x !
1E
0
1
dxdydzTi
II~x ,y ,z !fM1~x !fM2~y !fB~z !,
~1!
where fP(x) are the P meson’s light-cone distribution am-
plitudes ~DAs!. The hard amplitudes Ti
I,II can be perturba-
tively expanded in as(mb) and can be obtained from the
calculations of the diagrams in Fig. 1. It is interesting to note
that Ti
I would be unity and Ti
II would be absent at zeroth0556-2821/2000/62~9!/094020~9!/$15.00 62 0940order of as in the formula of Eq. ~1!, then the naive factor-
ization would be reproduced. Another consequence of Eq.
~1! is that the final state interactions may be computable and
appear to be the imaginary part of the hard scattering ampli-
tudes.
In this work, we extend the formalism to B¯ →Kp decays
and recalculate B¯ →pp decays with electroweak penguin
contributions. We also present detailed discussions about the
strong penguin contributions and therefore we obtain the cor-
rections to the chiral enhanced terms, which are found free of
infrared divergence. We point out that there is large cancel-
lation between the strong penguin hard scattering amplitudes
and its contributions are small. Prospects of observing CP
violation in those decay modes are also discussed.
II. CALCULATIONS
First we begin with the weak effective Hamiltonian Heff
for the DB51 transitions as @5#
Heff5
GF
A2 FVubVuq* S (i51
2
CiOi
u1(
i53
10
Ci Oi1CgOgD
1VcbVcq* S (
i51
2
CiOi
c1(
i53
10
CiOi1CgOgD G . ~2!
For convenience, we list the operators in Heff for b→q be-
low:
O1
u5q¯ agmLuau¯ bgmLbb , ~3!
O2
u5q¯ agmLubu¯ bgmLba ,
O1
c5q¯ agmLcac¯bgmLbb ,
O2
c5q¯ agmLcbc¯bgmLba ,
O35q¯ agmLba(
q8
q¯ b8gmLqb8 ,
O45q¯ agmLbb(
q8
q¯ b8gmLqa8 ,©2000 The American Physical Society20-1
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the hard scattering kernels Ti
I ~a!–
~f! and Ti
II ~g!,~h!.O55q¯ agmLba(
q8
q¯ b8gmRqb8 ,
O65q¯ agmLbb(
q8
q¯ b8gmRqa8 ,
O75
3
2q
¯
ag
mLba(
q8
eq8q¯ b8gmRqb8 ,
O85
3
2q
¯
ag
mLbb(
q8
eq8q¯ b8gmRqa8 ,
O95
3
2q
¯
ag
mLba(
q8
eq8q¯ b8gmLqb8 ,
O105
3
2q
¯
ag
mLbb(
q8
eq8q¯ b8gmLqa8 ,
Og5~gs/8p2! mb d¯ a smn R ~lab
A /2! bbGmn
A
.09402Here q5d ,s and (q8e$u ,d ,s ,c ,b%). a and b are the SU(3)
color indices and lab
A
, A51, . . . ,8 are the Gell-Mann ma-
trices; L and R are the left- and right-handed projection op-
erators with L5(12g5), R5(11g5), and GmnA denotes the
gluonic field strength tensor. The Wilson coefficients evalu-
ated at m5mb scale are @5#
C151.082, C2520.185,
C350.014, C4520.035,
C550.009, C6520.041,
C7520.002/137, C850.054/137,
C9521.292/137, C10520.262/137,
Cg520.143. ~4!
After direct calculations, we get the hard scattering for the
decay modes listed as follows:Tp5
GF
A2 (p5u ,c Vpq
* Vpb@a1
p~q¯gmLu ! ^ ~u¯gmLb !1a2
p~u¯gmLu ! ^ ~q¯gmLb !1a3
p~q¯ 8gmLq8! ^ ~q¯gmLb !1a4
p~q¯gmLq8!
^ ~q¯g8mLb !1a5
p~q¯ 8gmRq8! ^ ~q¯gmLb !1a6
p~22 !~q¯Rq8! ^ ~q¯ 8Lb !1a7
p 3
2 eq8~q¯ 8gmRq8! ^ ~q¯g
mLb !
1~22 !~a8
p 3
2 eq81a8a !~q¯Rq8! ^ ~q¯ 8Lb !1a9
p 3
2 eq8~q¯ 8gmLq8! ^ ~q¯g
mLb !1~a10
p 3
2 eq81a10a
p !~q¯gmLq8! ^ ~q¯ 8gmLb !# ,
~5!
where the symbol ^ denotes ^M 1M 2u j2 ^ j1uB&[^M 2u j2u0&^M 1u j1uB&. The effective aip’s which contain next-to-leading
order ~NLO! coefficients and O(as) hard scattering corrections are found to be
a1,2
c 50, ai
c5ai
u
, i53,5,7,8,9,10,8a ,10a , ~6!
a1
u5C11
C2
N 1
as
4p
CF
N C2FM2,0-2
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u5C21
C1
N 1
as
4p
CF
N C1FM2,
a3
u5C31
C4
N 1
as
4p
CF
N C4FM2,
a4
p5C41
C3
N 1
as
4p
CF
N FC3@FM21GM2~sq!1GM2~sb!#1C1GM2~sp!1~C41C6!(f 5u
b
GM2~s f !1CgGM2 ,gG ,
a5
u5C51
C6
N 1
as
4p
CF
N C6~2FM2212!,
a6
p5C61
C5
N 1
as
4p
CF
N FC1GM28 ~sp!1C3@GM28 ~sq!1GM28 ~sb!#1~C41C6!(f 5u
b
GM2,g8 ~s f !1CgGM2 ,g8 G ,
a7
u5C71
C8
N 1
as
4p
CF
N C8~2FM2212!,
a8
p5C81
C7
N ,
a8a
p 5
as
4p
CF
N F ~C81C10!(f 5u
b 3
2 e fGM28 ~s f !1C9
3
2 @eqGM28 ~sq!1ebGM28 ~sb!#G ,
a9
u5C91
C10
N 1
as
4p
CF
N C10FM2,
a10
u 5C101
C9
N 1
as
4p
CF
N C9FM2,
a10a
p 5
as
4p
CF
N F ~C81C10!32 (f 5u
b
e fGM2~s f !1C9
3
2 @eqGM2~sq!1ebGM2~sb!#G ,where q5d ,s . q85u ,d ,s and f 5u ,d ,s ,c ,b . CF5(N2
21)/(2N) and N53 is the number of colors. The internal
quark mass in the penguin diagrams enters as s f5m f
2/mb
2
.
x¯512x and u¯512u:
FM25212 ln
m
mb
2181 f M2
I 1 f M2
II
, ~7!
f M2
I 5E
0
1
dxg~x !fM2~x !, g~x !53
122x
12x ln x23ip ,
f M2
II 5
4p2
N
f M1 f B
f
1
B→M1~0 !M B
2 E0
1
dz
fB~z !
z
3E
0
1
dx
fM1~x !
x
E
0
1
dy
fM2~y !
y , ~8!09402GM2 ,g52E0
1
dx
2
x¯
fM2~x !, ~9!
GM2~sq!5
2
3 2
4
3 ln
m
mb
14 E
0
1
dxfM2~x !
3E
0
1
du uu¯ ln@sq2uu¯x¯2ie# , ~10!
GM2 ,g8 52E0
1
dx
3
2 fM2
0 ~x !52
3
2 , ~11!
GM28 ~sq!5
1
3 2ln
m
mb
13E
0
1
dxfM2
0 ~x !
3E
0
1
du uu¯ ln@sq2uu¯x¯2ie# , ~12!0-3
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and twist-3 DA, respectively. It should be noted that we have
included O(as) corrections to a6 in Eq. ~6!. Although the a6
term in Eq. ~5! is formally 1/M b suppressed, it is chirally
enhanced by mP5M P
2 /(mq1mq¯ 8) and known to be impor-
tant to interpret the CELO @6# measurement. As a result the
O(as) correction to a6 would be the most important one
among the corrections to ai . We see that there are logarithm
terms ln m/mb appearing in Eqs. ~7!–~12!, which is the result
of one loop integration. If the scale m is chosen to be small,
the logarithm would be large and has to be resummed by
using the renormalization group method. In this paper we
choose m5mb , then the logarithm disappeared and the re-
summation is not necessary. As a result, the effective coef-
ficients ai
p
’s are obtained to the order of as(mb) corrections
~see also in Ref. @7#!.
We realize that the contribution of the strong penguins
depicted in Figs. 1~e! and 1~f! to a6 could be reliably esti-
mated without IR divergence. As an example, we show the
contribution of Fig. 1~f! in the following. With the assign-
ment of the vertex dabi f M2mM2g5f0(x)/4Nc to M 2 and its
constituents, we can get the hard amplitudes of Fig. 1~f! as
H f;i f M2mM2
as
4p
CF
N E0
1
dxf0~x !
3~12x !mb
2
k2
3q¯ igm~12g5!bi
;q¯ igm~12g5!biE
0
1
dxf0~x !. ~13!
We can see that the end point IR divergence in 1/k2 @k2
5(12x)mb2# is canceled by the term (12x) in the numera-
tor and the amplitude is finite. For the amplitude of Fig. 1~e!,
it is easy to note that the denominator k2 of the gluon propa-
gator is canceled by the quark loop and the integration of
*0
1dxG(s f) is also finite itself. However, if all the external09402quarks are treated as free qurks at first, IR divergence will
appear. In the case of free quarks, one can get the hard am-
plitudes of Fig. 1~f! as
H f;
mb
2
k2
d¯ igm~12g5!b jq¯ jgmqi
;
mb
2
k2
@d¯ igm~12g5!b j q¯ jgm~12g5!qi1d¯ igm
3~12g5!b jq¯ jgm~11g5!qi# . ~14!
At this stage the quark pair q¯d is in color-singlet configura-
tion. After Fierz rearrangement, one gets
H f;
mb
2
k2
@d¯ igm~12g5!qi ^ q¯ jgm~12g5!b j
22d¯ i~11g5!qi ^ q¯ j~12g5!b j# . ~15!
From the above equation we can see that Fig. 1~f! contributes
to a4 and a6 equally and its contribution is IR divergent
when k2→0 in free quark approach. Phenomenologically,
one may have to treat k2 as a parameter. In the framework
employed here, the virtuality of the gluon is convoluted with
the meson’s DA. Furthermore, The NLO strong penguin
contributions to a4 and a6 terms are different.
Finally, the chirally enhanced contributions from Figs.
1~g! and 1~h! to a6 are canceled when they are summed up.
One can easily see this cancellation by putting both the
leading-twist DA and twist-3 DA f(x) and f0(x) to Figs.
1~g! and 1~h! and calculating these two diagrams. Because
f0(x) gives the chirally enhanced contributions, one can
easily see that these contributions are canceled.
With Eqs. ~5! and ~6!, we can write down the amplitudes
of B→pp and Kp decaysM~B¯ d0→p1p2!5
GF
A2
i f p~M B2 2M p2 !FB→p~0 !ulVcbu$Rbe2ig@a1u1a4u1a10u 1a10au 1Rp2~a6u1a8u1a8a!#
2@a4
c1a10
c 1a10a
c 1Rp~a6
c1a8
c1a8a!#%, ~16!
M~B¯ d0→p0p0!5
GF
A2
i f p~M B2 2M p2 !FB→p~0 !ulVcbu
3H Rbe2igF2a2u1a4u1 32 a7u2 32 a9u2 12 a10u 1a10au 1Rp0S a6u2 12 a8u1a8aD G
2Fa4c1 32 a7c2 32 a9c2 12 a10c 1a10ac 1Rp0S a6c2 12 a8c1a8aD G J , ~17!
M~B¯ u2→p0p2!5
GF
2 i f p~M B
2 2M p
2 !FB→p~0 !ulVcbu H Rbe2igFa1u1a2u1 32 ~2a7u1Rpa8u1a9u1a102 !G
2
3
2 @2a7
c1Rp0a8
c1a9
c1a10
c !]J , ~18!0-4
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GF
2 i f p~M B
2 2M K
2 !FB→K~0 !~12l2!uVcbu H Rb8e2igFa2u2 32 ~a7u2a9u!G2 32 ~a7u2a9u!J
2
GF
2 i f K~M B
2 2M p
2 !FB→p~0 !~12l2!uVcbu H Rb8e2igF2a4u2RKS a6u2 12 a8u1a8aD1 12 a10u 2a10au G
1F2a4c2RKS a6c2 12 a8c1a8aD1 12 a10c 2a10ac G J , ~19!
M~B¯ d0→K2p1!5
GF
A2
i f p~M B2 2M K2 !FB→K~0 !~12l2!uVcbu$Rb8e2ig@a1u1a4u1RK~a6u1a8u1a8a!1a10u 1a10au #
3@a4
c1RK~a6
c1a8
c !1a10
c 1a10a
c #%, ~20!
M~B¯ u2→K2p0!5
GF
2 i f K~M B
2 2M p
2 !FB→p~0 !~12l2!uVcbu$Rb8e2ig@a1
u1a4
u1RK~a6
u1a8
u1a8a!1a10
u 1a10a
u #
3@a4
c1RK~a6
c1a8
c1a8a!1a10
c 1a10a
c #%1
GF
2 i f p~M B
2 2M K
2 !FB→K~0 !S 12 l22 D uVcbu
3H Rb8e2igFa2u132 ~a9u2a7u!G1 32 ~a9c2a7c !J , ~21!
M~B¯ u2→K¯ 0p2!5
GF
A2
i f K~M B2 2M p2 !FB→p~0 !S 12 l22 D uVcbu H Rb8e2igFa4u1RKS a6u2 12 a8u1a8aD2 12 a10u 1a10au G
1Fa4c11RKS a6c2 12 a8c1a8aD2 12 a10c 1a10ac G J , ~22!where
Rb5
12l2/2
l UVubVcbU
and
Rb85
l
12l2/2
UVubVcbU.
Vcb ,Vud , and Vus are chosen to be real and g is the phase of
Vub* . l5uVusu50.2196. RP52mP .
III. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
OF RESULTS
In the numerical calculations we use @8#
f p50.133 GeV, f K50.158 GeV,
f B50.180 GeV,
t~B1!51.65310212 s, t~B0!51.56310212 s,
M B55.2792 GeV, M b54.8 GeV,09402M c51.4 GeV,
mu54.0 MeV, M d59.0 MeV,
M s580 MeV.
For the leading-twist DA f(x) and the twist-3 DA f0(x) of
K and p , we use the well known asymptotic form of these
DA @9,10#
fp ,K~x !56x~12x !, fp ,K
0 ~x !51. ~23!
For B meson, the wave function is chosen as that used in
Refs. @11,12#
fB~x !5NBx2~12x !2 expF2 M B2 x22vB2 G , ~24!
with vB50.4 GeV, and NB is the normalization constant to
make *0
1dxfB(x)51. Here the decay constant in the wave
function has been factored out. So the wave function can be
normalized to 1. It is also necessary to note that fB(x) is
strongly peaked around x50.1. This character is consistent0-5
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wave function should be peaked around LQCD /M B . With
such choice, we find
E
0
1
dx
fB~x !
x
511.15, ~25!
which is near to the argument @4# in which *0
1dxfB(x)/x
5M B /lB517.56 with lB50.3 GeV. We have used the uni-
tarity of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa ~CKM! matrix
Vuq* Vub1Vcq* Vcb1Vtq* Vtb50 to decompose the amplitudes
into terms containing Vuq* Vub and Vcq* Vcb , and
uVudu512l2/2, uVub /Vcbu50.08560.02
~26!
uVcbu50.039560.0017, uVusu5l50.2196.
We leave the CKM angle g as a free parameter. For the
form factors, we use FB→p(0)50.3 and FB→K(0)
51.13FB→p(0).
Numerical values for ai
p(pp) and aip(pK) are presented
in Table I. It should be noted that ai(Kp) are generally
different to ai(pp) and also change from case to case due to
f M2
II in the formulas of ai , where M 2 could be K or p .
However, with our choice of parameters
f p
FB→p~0 !
.
f K
FB→K~0 !
, ~27!
and the same DAs fK ,p(x), the ai(Kp).ai(pp). From
Table I, we can find that all ai
p develop strong phases due to
hard strong scattering. Our a2 is very different from that of
TABLE I. The QCD coefficients aip at NLO for renormalization
scale m5mb ~ in units of 1024 for a3, . . . ,a10). Results from dif-
ferent references are shown for comparison.
ours @4# @13# @14#
a1 1.04210.014i 1.03810.018i 1.05 1.46
a2 0.04620.082i 0.08220.080i 0.053 0.24
a3 65.2126.8i 40120i 48 72
a4
u 2314–152i 2290–150i 2439277i 23832121i
a4
c 2370-54i 2340-80i
a5 255.7–31.4i 250-20i 245 227
a6
u 23801(246–106i! 2380 2575–77i 2435–121i
a6
c 23801(271–41i! 2380
a7 1.2510.3i 0.5–1.3i 20.89–2.73i
a8 3.81(20.1–0.5i! 4.6–0.4i 3.3–0.91i
a9 298.411.47I 294–1.3i 293.9–2.7i
a10 239.317.23i 214–0.4i 0.32–0.90i09402@13,14# in both real and imaginary part because of the con-
tribution of Figs. 1~g! and 1~h!. So, theoretical predictions
for the decays dominated by a2 may be very different be-
tween naive factorization approach and QCD improved fac-
torization approach. Numerically, we find that the O(as)
strong penguin contributions which collected in a4 and a6
are small because of the large cancellation between Figs. 1~e!
and 1~f!. In detail, the strong penguin contributions to a4 and
a6 are
a4 pen
p 5
as
4p
CF
N FC1GM2~sp!1C3@GM2~sq!1GM2~sb!#
1~C41C6!(f 5u
b
GM2~s f !1CgGM2 ,gG
5
as
4p
CF
N 3H ~20.78021.744i !1~0.858!, p5u ,~21.47320.529i !1~0.858!, p5c ,
~28!
a6 pen
p 5
as
4p
CF
N FC1GM28 ~sp!1C3@G8M 2~sq!1GM28 ~sb!#
1~C41C6!(f 5u
b
GM28 ~s f !1CgGM2 ,g8 G
5
as
4p
CF
N 3H ~20.78021.299i !1~0.2145!, p5u ,~21.09520.510i !1~0.2145!, p5c ,
~29!
where the numbers in the brackets are the contributions of
Figs. 1~e! and 1~f!, respectively. The cancellation in a6 is
weaker than that in a4, since the contribution of Fig. 1~f! to
a6 is small. The other diagrams will dominate the O(as)
hard scattering amplitudes.
Now it is time to discuss branching ratios and CP asym-
metries of B→Kp and B→pp in the QCD improved fac-
torization approach. The branching ratio is given by
Br~B→Kp ,pp!5tB /~16pmB!uM~B→Kp ,pp!u2s ,
~30!
where s51/2 for B→p0p0 mode, and s51 for the other
decay modes. For the charged B meson decays, the direct
CP asymmetry parameter is defined as
ACP
dir 5
uM~B1→ f !u22uM~B2→ f¯ !u2
uM~B1→ f !u21uM~B2→ f¯ !u2 . ~31!
For the neutral B decaying into CP eigenstate f, i.e., f 5 f¯ ,
the effects of B0-B¯ 0 mixing should be taken into account in
studying CP asymmetry. Thus the CP asymmetry is time
dependent, which is given by @15#
ACP~ t !5ACP
dir cos~Dmt !2
2 Im~lCP!
11ulCPu2
sin~Dmt !, ~32!0-6
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of neutral B mesons, and ACP
dir is the direct CP asymmetry
defined in Eq. ~31! with replacement of B1→B0 and B2
→B¯ 0, respectively. The parameter lCP is given by
lCP5
Vtb* Vtd^ f uHeffuB¯ 0&
VtbVtd* ^ f uHeffuB0&
. ~33!
With the above parameters and formulas, we get the
branching ratios
Br~B¯ d
0→p1p2!57.5531026ue2ig10.18ei8.0°u2,
Br~B¯ d
0→p0p0!54.331028ue2ig11.19e2i132°u2,
Br~Bu
2→p0p2!54.7331026ue2ig10.05e2i0.1°u2,
Br~B¯ d
0→K¯ 0p0!54.0631029ue2ig131.9ei34°u2,
~34!
Br~B¯ d
0→K2p1!55.1231027ue2ig15.23e2i172°u2,
Br~Bu
2→K2p0!52.9131027ue2ig15.78e2i168°u2,
Br~Bu
2→K¯ 0p2!54.0831029ue2ig155.1e2i11.3°u2.
If we generally express Eq. ~34! as Br5A(e2ig1ae2id),
then the direct CP asymmetry in Eq. ~31! can be relevantly
expressed as
ACP
dir 5
2a sin g
11a212a cos d cos g
. ~35!
Using the above equation, the numerical results for the direct
CP asymmetry are obtained
ACP
dir ~B→p1p2!5 5.0%1.0310.36 cos g sin g ,
ACP
dir ~B→p0p0!52 1.772.4221.59 cos g sin g ,
ACP
dir ~B→p0p7!521.731024 sin g ,
ACP
dir ~B→K0p0!53.5% sin g , ~36!
ACP
dir ~B→K7p6!52 1.4628.4210.4 cos g sin g ,
ACP
dir ~B→K7p0!52 2.4034.4211.3 cos g sin g ,
ACP
dir ~B→K0p7!520.7% sin g .
As is shown in Eq. ~34!, the strong phases are different by
decay channels. We can also see from Eq. ~36! that the direct
CP violation in B→p0p7 is neglectably small. The direct09402CP violation in B→p1p2, p0K7, K0p0, K7p0, and
K7p6 are only at a few percentage levels. The large CP
violation effect may be expected in B→p0p0 decays. How-
ever, it would remain undetectable before the running of the
next generation B factories, for example, the CERN Large
Hadron Collider ~LHCB!, due to its very small branching
ratios (;1027) and its two neutral final states.
Recently, the CLEO Collaboration made the first observa-
tion of the decay modes B→p1p2, B→K0p0, and B
→K6p0 and also updated the decay modes B→K6p7 and
B→K0p6 as follows @6#:
Br~Bd→p1p2!5~4.321.411.660.5!31026,
Br~Bu→p0p6!,12.731026,
Br~Bd→K0p0!5~14.625.123.315.912.4!31026,
Br~Bd→K6p7!5~17.222.412.561.2!31026,
~37!
Br~Bu→K6p0!5~11.622.721.313.011.4!31026,
Br~Bu→K0p6!5~18.224.014.661.6!31026.
To compare with the data, we plot the CP averaged
branching ratios for those modes as a function of g in Fig. 2.
Our results are plotted as curves and the CELO data are
displayed as horizontal lines ~thicker lines for center value,
thin lines represent error bars at 2s level!. The horizontal
line in Fig. 2 is the upper limit of the decay mode.
We find that the observed branching ratios of those decay
modes can be well accommodated within the QCD improved
factorization approach of Ref. @4# except the decay mode B
→K0p0. As shown in Eq. ~19!, the first term with FB→K and
the second term with FB→p are disconstructive, which re-
duces the amplitude of M (B→K0p0) much smaller than that
of other B→pK decays. As it is argued in Refs. @4,16#, in
the present theoretical framework, the final state interactions
are computable and identical to the imaginary part of the
amplitude which is generated by the hard scattering ampli-
tudes. In this paper, we find the strong phase appears not
large enough to change the two subamplitudes of M (B
→K0p0) to be constructive. Our results agree with that in
Refs. @13,17–19# where the decay rate of B→K0p0 is also
estimated to be small.
The CLEO observations have motivated many theoretical
studies of those decay modes using different approaches
@11,12,17,18,20#. In Refs. @18,21,22#, it is suggested that g
.90° is required to interpret the CLEO data. However, the
global CKM fit has given the constraint g,90° at 99.6%
C.L. @23#. The comparison between our results and CLEO
data @6# implies 120°,g,240° which arises from the con-
straint by Br(B→p2p1). The observed Br(B→p2p1) is
smaller than many theoretical expectations. Negative cos g is
needed to suppress the theoretical estimations as it is sug-
gested in Ref. @18#. The decay rate of B→p2p1 can be also
suppressed by using smaller form factor FB→p(0) and/or
smaller uVub /Vcbu. However, it would be very hard to ac-0-7
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function of g are shown as curves for FB→p
50.3 and uVub /Vcbu50.08 ~in units of 1026).
The branching ratios measured by CLEO Col-
laboration are shown by horizontal solid lines.
The thicker solid lines are its center values, thin
lines are its error bars or the upper limit.count for the large decay rates of B→Kp modes in this case.
For those reasons, it might be difficult to solve the contro-
versy between the global CKM fit and the model-dependent
constraints from the charmless decays B→Kp ,pp within
the QCD improved factorization approach.
IV. SUMMARY
We have studied B→K7p6, B→K0p0, B→K7p0, B
→K0p7, B→p7p6, B→p0p0, and B→p7p0 decays, in
a QCD improved factorization approach.
The strong penguin contributions @Figs. 1~e!,1~f!# are dis-
cussed in detail and found to be small because of the cancel-
lations between them. The most important power corrections
to these chiral enhanced terms ~i.e., a6) are identified and09402found to be free of infrared divergence. With the choice of
twist-3 DA fp
0(x)51, the a6 gets a large imaginary part and
its real part is enhanced by 10–20 %. The other NLO coef-
ficients ai also acquire complex phases from the hard scat-
tering as depicted by Figs. 1~a!–1~e! which are shown by the
function g(x) and G(s ,x) in Eq. ~12!. We can see that g(x)
is a new source of strong phase in addition to G(s ,x) of the
well known BSS mechanism @24#. Compared to the naive
factorization, the strong phases are estimated reliably with-
out the arbitrariness of gluon virtuality k2 within the QCD
improved factorization formalism @4#. The strong phase due
to the hard scattering in the decay modes are found to vary
from 0° to 172°, depending on the decay mode. In the de-
cays B→p0p0, K6p7, and K6p0, the strong phase are
found to be as large as 100°,d,180°. In other decay0-8
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The predicted branching ratios of B→pK and B
→p7p6 decay modes are in good agreement with the ex-
perimental measurement by the CLEO Collaboration except
for the decay B→K0p0. The most serious constraint on the
weak angle g comes from the small experimental value of
Br(B→p2p1) which implies 120°,g,240°. We found
that it is hard to solve the controversy between the con-
straints on g from the global CKM fit and the estimations of
the charmless decays B→Kp ,pp . The CP violation effects
in B→p0p7 is neglectably small. The direct CP violation
effects in B→p1p2, p0K7, K0p0, K7p0, and K7p6 are
only at a few percentage level. The large CP violation effect
may be expected in B→p0p0 decays.
Note added. After finishing this work, we found that Ref.
@25# also discussed B→Kp and pp decays with a similar09402method, and Ref. @26# compared different approaches.
Note added in proof. After this paper was submitted, the
BARBAR Collaboration reported their measurement of
branching ratios for charmless B decays to charged pions and
kions @27#: B(B0→p6p7)5(9.322.321.412.611.2)31026 and
B(B0→K6p6)5(12.522.621.713,011,3)31026 . Our predictions
agree with the BARBAR data very well. We note that posi-
tive cosg is favored if the BARBAR data are taken as a
guide.
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